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The Silver Level Course is an industry recognized training
program that teaches fundamental disciplines for advanced
jewellery manufacture. 
Quick search your next lesson by typing the course name into
the website search bar.
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The Silver Level Course is for serious students looking to start a career as a Goldsmith. It is based
on authentic apprenticeship training developed by Peter Keep for the Australian jewellery industry.
There are ten easy to follow levels that will help you to plan and systematically work through your
skill development. 
The projects are designed to introduce new techniques and knowledge that are staged in
manageable lots along the way. This pathway is based on many years’ experiences teaching and
qualifying trade jewellers and apprentices. 
The certificate applications that are in each course curriculum identify important points to assess for
each training project.
When you have completed and self-assessed at least two projects from the level you are working
through, email photographs to me (Top plan & side elevations if possible) Your work will be
assessed and a stage level certificate relating to the project can then be issued.
Only send the project applications when you have completed the stage you are working on. 
As a self assessing student you should strive to improve and work on your weaknesses, which
could mean working through the same level or repeating some projects until you are satisfied with
your improvements. 
There is no obligation to participate in the merit program, so, no pressure.
It is not essential to complete all the listed projects in the Ten Stage Training Program as some
projects share the same skills and outcomes. However, it is recommended that at least two projects
from each stage should be completed to a competent level to ensure your jewellery making
experience is broad and extensive.

 HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN ONLINE TRAINING

SAMPLES OF MERIT CERTIFICATES


